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Elvexys, prime partner of Romande Energie

Since 2004, Elvexys has worked in close collabo-
ration with Romande Energie. The company has 
become one of its key customers.

SCADA system
The partnership began with the implementation of 
a StreamX system in a deployment in Diablerets. 
StreamX is a set of software and independent 
modules used for acquisition, transmission and 
processing of industrial data. One of the central 
modules, StreamBridge, provides communication 
between the electrical process and a set of "client" 
information consumers: control centre, local 
control centre, partners, dedicated applications, 
etc. Many of the tasks entrusted to Elvexys by 
Romande Energie involve StreamX, a key product
of a consortium set up by Romande Energie SA and 
Industrial Services of Geneva.

Development and implementation
Process management of electrical infrastructure made 
a veritable ‘quantum leap’ in a ten-year period. 
Governed by normalisation and international 
standards, the electrical processes have become 
completely computerised. "As an owner of StreamX, 
we want to build on these standards and apply them. 
We want control over our facilities and our data. This 
product was developed specifically for this purpose.”, 
states Jean-Michel Bovet of Romande Energie, one of 
the pioneers of StreamX. “This product is independent 
of equipment suppliers. It standardises the acquisition 
and management of our real-time data." Elvexys has 
invested its skills in these developments since the 
launch of the product by EOS in 1998. With the 
creation of a consortium, this collaboration was 
further enhanced.



« We work very closely with
Elvexys. Their level of
availability is excellent.  »

David Maret
Group Control & Operations Manager

Business knowledge
"Over the years, Elvexys has steadily increased its 
knowledge of our technical skills. The company not 
only assists us with the development of StreamX, it 
supports us in integrating secondary technology 
into our infrastructure." explains David Maret, 
Group Control & Operations manager at Romande 
Energie. "We have developed a true partnership of 
trust, going beyond that of the average provider. 
Elvexys employees are completing our teams. In 
particular, they attend our internal courses on 
security. They can act in our stead as instructed 
personnel."

Close partnership
"We work very closely with Elvexys," says David 
Maret, "both geographically and technically. Their 
level of availability is excellent. In addition to 
development and implementation, Elvexys also 
provides us with troubleshooting support. They can 
offer their services due to their staff's expertise in 
many areas that we also require: Remote control 
protocols, energy related IT security, data 
management systems, hardware and, in general, IT 
skills. The range of expertise within an electrical 
company is not necessarily as extensive.”



« I think this is the
company that has
the best in-depth
knowledge of our
entire business. »

Jean-Michel Bovet 
Engineering Project Manager

Constant innovation
"Within our business unit we are always seeking the 
most efficient technical solutions, covering a wide range 
of process management technologies ranging, for 
example, from Smart Grid to high-voltage substation 
techniques. Elvexys is an important partner in these 
developments. We share our expertise: we express our 
needs, Elvexys acts on them by acquiring new 
knowledge as needs arrive. They have made major 
investments in understanding the specific challenges of 
our work. I think this is the company that best 
understands our operations in Suisse Romande today." 
says Jean-Michel Bovet. "Elvexys has always acted in a 
way that enables its Employees to progressively learn 
the business of Romande Energie”, confirmes Jerome 
Page, Director of Elvexys. This was possible due to the 
strong foundations and long-term vision of the 
partnership. "



The future
On the energy market, companies need to be 
increasingly competitive. To cope with the arrival 
of smart distribution networks, Romande Energie 
is working to reduce its costs in the capture and 
management of information. "It is imperative to 
create and enhance these technologies to be able 
to manage the mass of information to come. 
Relying on standards, ensuring the industrialisation
of equipment and optimisation of technology, 
remains our motto. Using this technical approach, 
Elvexys is an essential partner" says David Maret.

Autonomy
Originally by using StreamX, Romande Energie 
simply wished to retain its autonomy, by 
maintaining control over its technology and 
facilities. David Maret explains: "We have set up a 
series of construction and management standards 
for each of our stations. In partnership with 
Elvexys, we were able to develop tools that prevent 
us from being dependent on proprietary ‘turnkey’ 
solutions. We have achieved this thanks to 
harmonised management, the standardisation of 
interfaces, processes, and standard information 
processing. Based on the IEC 61850 engineering 
standard, which enables the interoperability of 
systems, regardless of the supplier, we have 
developed ‘a common language’ with Elvexys. We 
are now able to ensure that our suppliers' 
equipment meets standards to the letter. Thus, we 
have a real choice for controlled technology 
solutions. This is a historical turning point in our 
field. We can expertly qualify equipment involved 
in secondary technology. Each supplier uses its own 
tools of course, but they are still not as ‘universal’ 
as those we have developed. Elvexys, in 
partnership with the specialists and designers of 
the IEC 61850 standard, allows us to have an 
independent tool that manages all equipment from 
all suppliers that we have an interest in, while also 
meeting standards."




